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ABSTRACT

Thispaperdescribesarange-finderthatusestwofeedbackloops.Eachfeedbackloopisrespectivelyusedtocontrolthe

phaseandthemodulation-amplitudeinasinusoidalphase-modulatinginterferencesignal.Itenablesustoperform

unambiguousmeasurementandreal-timeprocessingontheinterferencesignal.Alsoexternaldisturbancesuperimposed

ontheinterferencesignaliseliminatedbythefeedbackcontrol.Adistributed-Bragg-reflectorlaserdiodethathaswide

rangeinwavelength-tuningallowsustoimprovethemeasurementaccuracy.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Ordinaryinterferometerscannotdetectthedistancethatislargerthanahalfwavelength.Manykindsofapproaches

havebeenproposedtoovercomethisproblem.Someofthemostcommonapproachesaremultiple-wavelength

interferometriesthatusetwoormorewavelengths.Generally,astwo-wavelengthinterferometersusetwoseparatelaser

sources,itisdifficulttoaligntheopticalaxes,andsetupiscomplicated.Insuchcases,wavelengthtunabilityofa

laserdiode(LD)isveryuseful.Thatis,wecanuチedifferentwavelengthswithasingleLD.Forinstance,quasi-two-

wavelengthinterferometries(QTWIs)thatuseasingleLDhavebeenproposedandastep-profilemeasurementwere
demonstrated3'4.Inthismeasurement,weused"phase-locked"LDinterferometry';amethodcapableofmeasuring

surfaceprofilesaswellasdistance,throughfeedbackcontrol.Althoughtheopticalsetupinthesedevicesissimple,

measurementaccuracyisrestrictedbythesmallwavelength-differenceobtained.Moreover,thephaseitselfissensitive

tochangesinopticalpathdifference(OPD).Itisdifficulttoconductdistancemeasurementwithhighresolution.

On山eo山erhand,comparedwiththephase,山emodulation-amplitudeislesssensitivetochangesin山eOPD.Some
approaches,forexampledoublesinusoidalphase-modulating(DSPM)interferometers7',usethisfeaturetothedistance

measurement.Intheseinterferometers,twodifferentsinusoidalsignalsareusedtomodulatetheinterferencesignal.The

distanceismeasuredfromthemodulation-amplitudeinthesinusoidalphase-modulating(SPM)interferencesignalby

useoffrequencyanalysis.Butitisdifficulttoimplementthemeasurementinreal-timebecausealotofcalculationsare

requiredmacomputer.

Inthispaper,=modulation-amplitude-locked"laserdiodeinterferometry,whichusesadistnbuted-Bragg-reflector

(DBR)LDisdescribed.Wecontrolnotonlythephasebutalsothemodulation-amplitudeintheSPMinterference

signalbymeansofelectroniccircuit.Measurementambiguitycausedbyphase-wrappingistherebyeliminated.

Combinedphase-andmodulation-amplitude-locksallowustostabilizetheinterferencesignalandachievereal-time

signalprocessing.Moreover,measurementaccuracyisimproved,becausetheDBRLD'swavelength-tuningrangeis
muchwiderthanthatofordinaryLDs8,9

2.PRINCIPLE

2.1FLOWOFSIGNALPROCESSING

ExperimentalsetupisshowninFig.1.WeusedaFizeauinterferometer,whichconsistsofbeamsplitterBS2asa
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reference and mirror M as an object, to demonstrate the distance measurements. Its initial OPD is 2L. The oscillator

(OSC) serves the fundamental sinusoidal signal

Ib(t) = bcos叫t.

When the wavelength of the laseトsource is modulated by

Im(t) = acosq:I,

the SPM interference signal

S(t) = Sdc+Socos[z(t)cos叫t+α(t)】

is generated , where Im(t) is the amplitude-controlled Ib(t),

z(t) = 4冗aβ【L+d(t)】/砧2

is the modulation-amplitude, and

α(t) = 4rcd(t)!h

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

is the phase that depends on both OPD and wavelength. Sdc, So, β, d(t), and Xq represent background intensity,

amplitude of the interference signal, modulation efficiency, temporal displacement of the object, and the central

wavelength, respectively.

We hst eliminate dc component or the background intensity S^ from S(t) by using a high-pass filter (HPF). Generally

the second term in Eq. (3), however, contains not only ac component but also dc one. We control the phase α(t) so as to

convert the second term to pure ac componenL When the phase a(t) is controlled to -k/2 by the control current Ic(t), Eq.

(3) is expressed by

Si(t) = Sdc+Sosin[z(t)cosaもt】.

Then we can easily derive the second term from Eq. (6) by using a HPF as follows:

S2(t) = Sosin【z(t)cosc叫1.
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(6)

(7)

Fig. 1 Experimental setup: PH, pinhole; PD, photodiode; LM, laser modulator;

FBC, feedback controller; OSC, oscillator; AMD, amplitude detector.
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Next, if the modulation-amplitude z(t) in signal S2(t) is controlled to n, we have

S3(t) = Sosin[7tcos叫t】.

From Eq. (4), distance is given by

[L+d(0】 = Ao74aβ

under山e condition represented by Eq. (8).

Thus, the amplitude 'a'is given by the product

lb(t) X Iサ(O = ab/2 + (ah/2)cos【2叫tl.

(8)

m

(10)

If the first term ah/2 is extracted by means of a low-pass filter (LPF), we can easily detect the amplitude `a'because b!2

is constant. This processing is implemented in the amplitude detector AMD, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Im (t.

b′2
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Fig. 2　Block diagram of the AMD: MUL, multiplier; LPF, low-pass filter.

2.2 PHASE-LOCK AND MODULATION-AMPLITUDE-LOCK

Both phase-lock and modulation-amplitude-lock are implemented by the respective feedback controls. Although

process of the phase-lock has already been explained in other references4- , we briefly explain it.

Block diagram of feedback controller FBCl is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of an frequency doubler (FRD), a multiplier,

an LPF, and a proportional-integral (PI) controller (PIl). The FRD doubles the frequency of Ib(t). The output of the

FRD is given by WO- Multiplying S(t) and Ib2(t) and passing the product through the LPF, as shown in Fig. 3, we have
feedback signal

Fi(t) = Kcosα(t),　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(1 1)

where K = -S。trJ2(z)/2 and J2(z) is the second order Bessel function. PIl generates control current Ic(t) so as to realize

the condition ofF^t) = 0. When the control current ^(t) is injected into the LD, phase oc(t) is automatically adjusted t0

-〟2. Thus S(t) is converted tO S^t).

Fig. 3　Block diagram of the FBCl: FRD, frequency doubler; PIl, proportional-integral controller.
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Fig. 4　Block diagram of the FBC2: HPF, high-pass filter; SH, sample-and-hold circuit; SPG, sampling

pulse generator; VCA, voltage controlled amplifier; PI2, proportional-integral controller.
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Fig. 5　Schematic of the feedback control. By use of sampling pulses (a) P! and (b) P2, sample-and-hold

circuits sample (c) S2(t). Phase change from kj to k2 on S(t) becomes % and (d) S3(t) is obtained.
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Figure 4 indicates the block diagram of feedback controller FBC2 that controls the modulation-amplitude. The HPF

extracts S2(t) from Si(t). Sampling pulse generator SPG serves the pulse trains Pi and P2 at tj = 2ml叫and (2j+l)7c/叫,

respectively, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), where i and j are whole numbers. If S2(t) is alternately sampled and held at

the time t; and tj by using sample-and-hold circuits SHI and SH2, we obtain two separate signals gi(t) = Sosin【z(tO] and

g2(t) = -Sosin[z(tj)] as shown in Fig. 5(c), because cos叫t becomes ±1 at tj and tj. Subtracting the latter from the former

and passing it through a LPF, we obtain feedback signal

F2(t) = 2Sosin[z(t)】　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(12)

We control F2(t) to be zero by use of PI controller PI2. In this time amplitude of Ib(t) is properly adjusted with a

voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA) and modulating current Im(t) locks the modulation-amplitude z(t) to n. That is, the

levels of gi(t) and g2(t) coincide with each other. Then the phase change from ki to k2 on S(t) becomes n as shown in

Fig.5(d).

3. EXPERIMENT

In this experiment, we used山e DBR LD (YOKOGAWA YL85XTW) whose operating wavelength and maximum

output power are -853 nm and 5 mW, respectively. This device possesses three electrodes that inject forward current IF,

phase tuning current Irc, and reflection-tuning current IDBr. Bias current Io and two control currents Ic(t) and Ira(t) are

injected into the DBR LD through the LD modulator LM as shown in Fig. 1. The optical power mainly depends on IF.

Wavelength vanes widely according to IDBr without mode-hopping when the ratio between Ipc and IDBR is maintained at

1:1.4-1.5. The wavelength variation on Ipc is traced in Fig. 6. The inclination shows that the modulation efficiency p is

estimated to be 1.90X 10 nm/mA. The range of wavelength change is -2 nm. In the dynamic usage, however, the

efficiency β drops because it depends on modulating frequency. When we modulated the DBR LD with an 18 kHz

sinusoidal signal in the experiment, it became 6.55xlO nm/mA.

We first checked wave forms in the series of signal processing as shown in Fig. 7. The interference signal S(t) contains

dc component in both background signal and temporally changing signal as shown in Fig. 7(a) when no feedback

controls are implemented. Also external disturbance is superimposed on S(t). When the phase-lock control is applied on

S(t), the wave form becomes symmetric as shown in Fig. 7(b). We can find that the dc component in the temporally

changing signal and the disturbance are eliminated. Passing Si(t) through the HPF as shown in Fig. 4, we have S2(t), in

which all dc component are removed (Fig. 7(c)). Moreover, as shown m Fig. 7(d), z(t) becomes n, when the

modulation-amphtude-lock control is implemented. Amplitude-controlled modulating signal Im(t) that realizes

modulation-amphtude-lock in Fig. 7(d) is traced in Fig. 7(e). The distance was calculated by use of Eq. (9) a氏er

detecting the amplitude of Im(t).
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Fig. 6　DBR LD wavelength change according to Ipc- The ratio between Ipc and IDBr is 1:1.4.
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Fig. 7　　Measured wave forms in the series of signal

processing.
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Next, we measured the position of the mi汀or. This mi汀or was mounted on the x-axis stage in such a way山at allowed it

to move along the optical axis. At the same time, displacements were monitored by a dedicated sensor whose resolution

was 0.1ドm. We moved the mirror from L to L+0.8 mm, in discrete 0.1 mm increments, where L was set to 7.145 mm.

Results are shown in Fig. 8. The deviation in these measurements was estimated to be 14.3けm in this prototype. This

c汀or will be decreased if the control parameters are suitably tuned and improve the accuracy for the modulation-

amplitude detection.
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Fig. 8　　Distance measured at intervals of 0. 1 mm.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A simple range finder that uses a distnbuted-Bragg-reflector LD is proposed and demonstrated. Both phase-lock and

modulation-amplitude-lock controls enable us to convert wave form of the interference signal to the desired ones. It

results in real-time distance measurement. Our preliminary experiments indicate a measurement error of 14.3トim in

rms.
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